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Get ready to draw! These eye-catching books present high-interest, kid-friendly topics. Brief

nonfiction information about each drawing subject is paired with simple step-by-step instructions

perfect for budding artists.
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If you want to impress your friends big time with your artistic talent all you will need is a pencil

sharpener, colored pencils, paper, a pencil and an eraser. Of course there are a few personal

qualities like enthusiasm, patience and the ability to follow directions carefully that are always a big

help when you want to draw something. In this book you will learn how to draw a convertible, a

MONSTER truck, a Ferrari, a dirt bike, a semitruck, a Jeep, a motorcycle and an Indy car. You don't

have to have aspirations of becoming an illustrator or cartoonist to have a passion for drawing, but

after reading this book . . . VROOOOM! You'll be drawing like crazy and might just think about it!In

the first couple of pages you will learn, in three simple steps, how to utilize some very basic

geometric shapes to begin creating your vehicle. You'll also be given some helpful hints to think

about before you even start. This is where your ability to follow directions will come in very handy.

Once you begin you will find step-by-step instructions for each vehicle you want to draw. Each



vehicle has a short, interesting vignette about it. For example: "What can jump distances of 115 feet

(35 meters) and crush as many as twenty-five cars? Monster trucks!" The paragraph goes on to

mention several different types that are "ready to rumble and race." Once you complete your

drawing the last step is to color it.This is one of those "WOW" books that will thrill any youngster

who happens to get a copy. The directions are very clear, concise and the visuals accompanying

the directions are easy to follow. My first attempt at drawing a convertible didn't look exactly like the

picture, but was a very gratifying experience because it really looked wonderful.
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